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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces improvements to nonnegative feature learning-based methods for acoustic scene classification. We start by introducing modifications to the task-driven nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm. The proposed adapted scaling algorithm improves the generalization capability of task-driven nonnegative matrix factorization for the task. We then propose to exploit simple deep neural network architecture to classify both low level time-frequency representations and unsupervised nonnegative matrix factorization activation features independently. Moreover, we also propose a deep neural network architecture that exploits jointly unsupervised nonnegative matrix factorization activation features and low-level time frequency representations as inputs. Finally, we present a fusion of proposed systems in order to further improve performance. The resulting systems are our submission for the task 1 of the DCASE 2017 challenge.

Index Terms— Feature learning, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization, Deep Neural Networks,

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we deal with the acoustic scene classification (ASC) problem [1], a subtask of the more general computational auditory scene analysis area of research. The goal of ASC is to identify in which type of environment a recording has been captured. ASC is a particularity interesting machine learning application, as it has been shown that computational methods tend to outperform humans when asked to discriminate between sound scenes. Moreover, ASC was the subtask of the 2016 edition of the DCASE challenge [2] that attracted the most submissions, showing its rising increase in popularity.

Most earlier ASC works relied on simple classifiers such as support vector machines (SVM) to classify hand-crafted features inspired from other audio classification tasks. Notable feature-based systems include the use of Mel frequency or Gammatone filter bank-based cepstral coefficients [3, 4] sometimes paired with recurrent quantitative analysis to model the temporal evolution of the scene [5]. Features inspired from image processing such as histograms of oriented gradients [6] or local binary patterns [7] have been proposed as well to describe the texture of time-frequency representations of the scenes.

Nowadays, the trend is shifting towards feature learning or deep learning-based techniques. First, unsupervised feature learning techniques such as K-means or nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) have shown to be competitive with best hand-crafted features [8, 9]. Supervised extensions of NMF have also been proposed to adapt the decomposition to the task at hand in order to learn better features [10, 11]. The second dominant trend in ASC is to find appropriate neural network structures for the task. One way to address ASC with deep learning is to use deep neural networks (DNN) as a better classifiers than SVMs to interpret large sets of hand-crafted features [12]. Many works have also proposed more complex neural networks such as convolution neural networks (CNN) [10, 13, 14] or recurrent neural networks (RNN) [15].

In this paper, while describing our submission for the 2017 DCASE challenge [16], we present two contributions by proposing improvements to previous successful ASC techniques. Our main contribution is an efficient modification to previous task-driven nonnegative matrix factorization (TNMF) algorithm for ASC [8]. TNMF is a supervised variant of NMF which jointly learns a nonnegative dictionary and a classifier that has obtained very good results for the task [11]. The modified algorithm introduces a way to take the scaling of NMF projections into account in the TNMF framework. The proposed adaptive scaling strategy allows for balancing the contribution of each dictionary component when jointly learning the dictionary and classifier. The system that we propose also includes DNN trained by using unsupervised NMF features as an input. While the most common approach is to train networks on low-level time-frequency representations it has been shown that NMF features can often be a better choice of representation to train DNNs [17]. In this work, we intend to take advantage of both representations by proposing a DNN architecture where two branches are trained in parallel on the NMF features and time-frequency representations separately before being merged by concatenation, deeper in the network. Finally, we propose a simple fusion of both our TNMF and DNN systems trained on both channels of the scene stereo recordings in order to further improve the performance of our systems.

The paper is organized as follows. The modified TNMF algorithm is described in Section 2. The chosen DNN architectures are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results and our final system are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are exposed in Section 5.

2. IMPROVEMENTS TO SUPERVISED NMF

2.1. NMF and TNMF models

The ASC systems we propose in this paper all rely on variants of NMF [18] to learn features from time-frequency representations. Suppose we have a nonnegative data matrix \( V \in \mathbb{R}_+^{N \times H} \) such as the
time-frequency representation of an audio recording, where $F$ is the number of frequency bands and $N$ is the number of time frames. The goal of NMF [18] is to find a decomposition that approximates the data matrix $V$ such as: $V \approx WH$, with $W \in \mathbb{R}_+^{m \times K}$ and $H \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times N}$. NMF is obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

$$
\text{min}_{D \beta} \{V|WH \} \text{ s.t. } W, H \geq 0 \, ;
$$

where $D \beta$ represents the $\beta$-divergence (Euclidean distance with $\beta = 2$, generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence with $\beta = 1$).

In order to adapt our NMF decompositions to the task at hand, we focus on TNMF [8], a supervised variant of NMF. TNMF approaches are nonnegative instantiations of the more general task-driven dictionary learning framework [19] that were successfully applied to speech enhancement and acoustic scene classification [8, 20]. The motivation behind using TNMF is to learn discriminative nonnegative dictionaries of spectral templates with the objective of minimizing a classification cost. In our case, the TNMF model jointly learns a multinomial logistic regression and a nonnegative dictionary.

Let each data frame $v$ be associated with a label $y$ in a fixed set of labels $Y$. The TNMF problem is expressed as a nested optimization problem as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\{h^*(v, W) = \min_{v \in \mathbb{R}^F} & D_\beta(v|Wh) + \lambda_1 ||h||_1 + \frac{\lambda_2}{2} ||h||_2^2 \, \\
& \min_{w \in W, A} E_{y, v} \{h^*(y, A, h^*(v, W)) + \frac{\nu}{2} ||A||_2^2 \, .
\end{align*}
$$

Thus, the features for classification are computed as the output of a function $h^*(v, W)$ of the data point $v$ and the dictionary $W$, solution of a nonnegative sparse coding problem with $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$-norm penalties. The objective is to minimize the expectation of a classification loss $\ell_i(y, A, h^*(v, W))$, a function of the optimal projection $h^*(v, W)$, where $A$ are the parameters of the classifier. Therefore, the TNMF problem is a joint minimization of the expected classification cost over $W$ and $A$. Here, $W$ is defined as the set of nonnegative dictionaries containing unit $\ell_2$-norm basis vectors and $v$ is a regularization parameter on the classifier parameters to prevent over-fitting.

In deep learning terminology the TNMF model can be seen as a one hidden layer network, where $W$ are the parameters of the layer and the output of the layer is computed by applying the function $h^*(v, W)$ to the input $v$ and parameters $W$. Then, the classification layer is a fully connected layer with softmax activations acting as multinomial regression. The parameters of both layers ($W$ and $A$) are jointly trained to minimize a categorical cross-entropy loss.

### 2.2. Adapted scaling algorithm for TNMF

As with any other features in general, when performing NMF for feature learning it is often advised to scale the resulting activation matrix $H^*$ before classification in order for each feature dimension ($K$ in that case) to have unit variance. Especially in ASC, some components of the dictionary might represent lower energy or distant background events that could be useful to discriminate between different environments. By scaling the activation matrix, each basis event will have a more balanced contribution during the classifier training phase. This problem has also been addressed for deep neural networks with batch normalization [21]. Similarly to training DNN, during TNMF training, changes in the dictionary result in changes in the distribution of the activations which can make it more challenging to train the classifier.

We introduce a simple but efficient variant of our previous TNMF algorithm [11] which takes the activation matrix scaling operation into account for both the classifier and dictionary updates. Let $N$ be the number of examples in the training data, we divide the data randomly into $B$ different mini-batch. The mini-batch are subsets of the data of equal size where $V_b$ is the mini-batch of index $b$. We obtain the mini-batch of activations $H_b$ by applying the function $h^*$ to each data point in $V_b$. We also define $m_b$ and $\sigma_b^2$ the mean and variance of the mini-batch projection matrix $H_b$. In the proposed algorithm, we first compute the mean $m$ and variance $\sigma$ over the optimal projection matrix $H^*$ of the training data on the dictionary $W$. These statistics are used to scale projections to have zero mean and unit variance before updating the classifier parameters.

The next step is to update the dictionary with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent as in [8]. The statistics of the activation matrix indirectly depend on the dictionary so they would change after the dictionary update on each mini-batch. To take these changes into account we slightly update the global statistics in the direction of the statistics of the mini batch’s projection. We modify the mean in the direction of the batch mean proportionally to the size of the mini-batch $m = m - \frac{1}{B} (m - m_b)$ and repeat the process for updating the global variance. We then use the updated statistics to scale the activation features to zero mean and unit variance. The update of the statistics adds an additional operation between the projections and the classifier which needs to be taken into account when computing the gradient of the loss $\nabla W_{\ell_i}(y, A, H_b)$ with respect to $W$. Here, we make the approximation that the statistics are constant which makes the modifications to the expressions of the gradients [19] straightforward. In practice, this approximation seems justified as it does not prevent the loss from decreasing and our adapted scaling algorithm shows improved performance over the previous TNMF algorithms for ASC. The proposed modifications are presented in Algorithm 1, we will refer to TNMF trained with the adaptive scaling algorithm as TNMF-AS. Here, the operation $\Pi_{2V}$ used in the update step for $W$ corresponds to the projection on the set $W$. In practice, this projection is done by thresholding the coefficients to 0 and normalizing each dictionary component to have unit $\ell_2$ norm.

#### Algorithm 1: Adaptive scaling TNMF algorithm

**Require:** $V, W \in W, A \in A, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \nu, I, \rho$

```
for i = 1 to I do
    // Update classifier
    Compute $H^* = h^*(V, W)$
    Compute mean $m$ and variance $\sigma$ of $H^*$
    $H = \frac{1}{\sigma} (H^* - m)$
    Update classifier parameters $A$ with LBFGS
    // Update dictionary
    for b = 1 to B do
        Draw a batch $V_b$ and its labels $y_b$
        Compute $H_b^* = h^*(V_b, W)$
        Compute mean $m_b$ and variance $\sigma_b^2$ of $H_b^*$
        $m = m - \frac{1}{B} (m - m_b)$ and $\sigma^2 = \sigma^2 - \frac{1}{B} (\sigma^2 - \sigma_b^2)$
        $H_b = \frac{1}{\sigma} (H_b - m)$
        $W \leftarrow \Pi_{2V} [W - \rho \nabla W_{\ell_i}(y, A, H_b)]$
    end for
end for
return $W, A$
```
3. DNN MODELS

3.1. Learning from different representations

The recent rise in popularity of deep learning approaches for ASC allows for insightful comparison of the effectiveness of different network configurations, especially after the 2016 edition of the DCASE challenge [2]. The most successful neural network-based approaches in ASC usually involve training simple DNN on large sets of hand-crafted features [12] or CNN directly on time-frequency representations [13, 15]. Instead, in our recent work [17], we have shown the usefulness of training simple DNN on features learned from NMF decompositions. In fact, the unsupervised NMF decomposition plays a better role at extracting suitable mid-level representations from low-level time-frequency representations than the first layer of DNN. While training DNN on NMF-based features outperformed those trained on time-frequency representations, we believe they can be complementary as the two approaches do not have the same properties. Therefore we propose a simple architecture where the network is trained jointly in the NMF features and the time-frequency representations. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 1. The network is first composed of two branches that are later merged by concatenation before getting into the final layers of the network. The first branch has the activation matrix $\mathbf{H}$ as input while the time-frequency data matrix $\mathbf{V}$ is the input of the second branch. The first branch has less hidden layers, as the unsupervised NMF plays the role of a pre-trained hidden layer [17]. The proposed DNN model using both representations as inputs will be denoted as DNN-M. For DNN-M, as well as the other alternative DNN that are compared to ours, all layers are simple fully-connected layers with rectified linear unit activations and dropout between each layer.

3.2. Fusion of systems

Many of the better performing ASC methods include some form of fusion between different systems [11, 13, 14]. In a similar way, we propose a simple fusion of TNMF-AS introduced in Section 2.2 with the DNN-M architecture. Moreover, combining different occurrences of the different models can help mitigating the uncertainty inherent to the training of those models, both owing to the data samples used and the non-uniqueness of the solutions obtained for the non-convex problems solved during the training. Both the TNMF and the DNN models rely on multinomial logistic regression for classification (as the output layer of the DNN is a softmax layer), which can give us access to class-wise probability of each example. Therefore we perform a simple fusion by averaging the log-probabilities of different occurrences of each model in order to take the final decision.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1. Dataset

We use the 2017 version of the DCASE challenge dataset for acoustic scene classification [16]. It contains 13 hours of urban audio scenes recorded with binaural microphones in 15 different environments split into 4680 10-s recordings. We use the same 4 training-test splits provided by the challenge, where 25% of the examples are kept for testing. The baseline for this dataset is DNN trained on shingled Mel energy representations [16].

4.2. Time-frequency representation

In order to build the data matrix $\mathbf{V}$, we average both channels of the audio and rescale the resulting mono signals to $[-1, 1]$. Next, we extract Constant-Q transforms with 24 bands per octave from 5 to 22050 Hz and with 30-ms non-overlapping windows using YAAFE [22], resulting in 291 dimensional feature vectors. The time frequency representations are then averaged by slices of 0.5 second resulting in 20 vectors per example. The length of the slices have been selected during preliminary experiments by choosing the value that maximized the performance of a simple unsupervised NMF classification system. After concatenating all the averaged slices for each example to build the data matrix, we apply a square root compression to the data and scale each feature dimension to unit variance.

4.3. Comparing the TNMF algorithm

The dictionary in the TNMF model is initialized with unsupervised NMF using the GPU implementation [23]. The classifier is updated using the LBFGS solver from logistic regression implementation of scikit-learn [24]. We set the regularization parameter to $\nu = 10$.
and the $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ regularization terms to $\lambda_1 = 0.2$ and $\lambda_2 = 0$. After preliminary experiments, the gradient step is set to $\rho = 0.001$ for the original algorithm [11] and $\rho = 0.0005$ for the modified algorithm presented in Section 2.2. We follow the same decaying strategy as described in [19]. Moreover, contrary to our previous application of TNMF [8], we classify each slice individually and average the log-probabilities to take a decision on the full examples.

The performance of our adapted scaling algorithm is compared to the previously used TNMF algorithm for ASC in the first part of Table 1. The results are shown for different values of dictionary size $K$ and are averaged over 10 initializations of the model. As a baseline we also include the results for an unsupervised NMF-based feature learning system classified with logistic regression. For both dictionary sizes, the proposed modifications for the algorithm allow for a notable increase in performance. This confirms that the introduced adaptive scaling strategy in the algorithm improves the model generalization capacity. Moreover the proposed TNMF system largely outperforms the dataset baseline as well as the unsupervised NMF-based systems.

### 4.4. Comparing DNN architectures

When used to train DNNs, the unsupervised NMF features are extracted using the Kullback-Leibler divergence with a $\ell_1$ sparsity constraint $\lambda_1 = 0.2$. The DNNs are trained separately on the NMF activations or the time-frequency representation, we keep the same DNN architectures as proposed in our previous work on the same dataset [17]. The networks have 2 hidden layers of 256 units when having NMF features as an input and 3 hidden layers with 512 units when trained on the CQT representations. All layers have rectified linear unit (ReLU) [25] activations and dropout probability of 0.2 [26]. The models are trained with keras [27] using the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with default settings on 50 epochs without early stopping. The architecture of the merged CQT-NMF DNN model is described in Figure 2 and is trained with the same settings as just described.

The results of the compared DNN systems are reported in the second part of Table 2. First, as it was found in [17], training DNN directly on the NMF largely outperforms those trained directly on time-frequency representation as well as unsupervised NMF trained with a logistic regression. The proposed merged DNN architecture helps slightly increasing the performance compared to DNN trained only on NMF activations. Moreover it allows us to reach accuracies similar to the best TNMF system. However, as the networks are trained from unsupervised NMF features they require more components to attain the best results. We can also note that the TNMF-AS model still provides better results compared to the best DNN-M model which further confirms its usefulness for the task.

### 4.5. Fusion for final system

In order to further improve the results of our final system we augment the data by using both channels of the stereo signal instead of the mono mix used previously and apply late fusion to combine the output of the systems described above. The systems trained on both channels will be denoted as “TNMF-AS stereo” and “DNN-M stereo” and are reported in the fourth part of Table 2. The results are averaged over 10 different initializations of the models. Our final system fusion is computed with the following process similar to the one proposed in [11]:

- Train 4 initializations DNN-M-Stereo for $K = 1024$ on the 4 training sets and store the resulting 16 output log-probabilities
- Train 4 initializations TNMF-AS stereo $K = 512$ on the 4 training sets and store the resulting 16 output log-probabilities
- Average all log-probabilities in order to make the final predictions

The log-probabilities of the models trained on each of the 4 available training sets in the development set. We also report and submitted the system using only the log-probabilities computed with TNMF-AS which is denoted as TNMF-AS fusion. The accuracy obtained for the separate systems with both channels and the fusion systems are reported in the last row of Table 1. The accuracy scores on the development set go from 88.4 and 89.2% for TNMF-AS and DNN-M systems respectively to 90.1% with the fusion of both systems. The normalized confusion matrix for the last fusion system is shown in Figure 2. The majority of confusions comes from labels corresponding to similar scenes such as park and residential area or restaurant and grocery store. In fact, such pairs of acoustic environments tend to contain many event queues in common that could make it difficult for the systems to discriminate between them.

### 5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the system we submitted to the 2017 DCASE challenge for acoustic scene classification. We use two established methods to learn nonnegative representations of acoustic scenes, a supervised NMF method and DNN trained on unsupervised NMF activation features. Moreover, we propose improvements to both methods in order to improve classification performance. We introduce a new adaptive scaling algorithm for TNMF and DNN architecture that learns from both the time-frequency representation and the NMF features. Finally we use a fusion of both methods as our final system. For future work, we could investigate in what respect NMF representation can be jointly learned with the networks in the TNMF.
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